
          

Kitabna means “our book” in Arabic. Since 2014, Helen Patuck has been writing and illustrating multi-lingual 
children's books for families displaced by sectarian violence in Syria, Lebanon, Palestine, Turkey, Iraqi Kurdistan 
and Jordan. Kitabna books are themed around life in refugee camps, and aim to create pride, learning and dignity 
in the stigmatized refugee experience.  

Where are we reading? 
Since starting out in Beirut in 2014, Kitabna has expanded its 
outreach from the ITS camps of Lebanon to the wider Syrian, 
Palestinian and Yazedi diaspora in Iraqi Kurdistan, Jordan, 
Palestine and Europe. Over 14,000 Kitabna books have been 
distributed to children in displacement now, including distribution 
with UNHCR, The Norwegian Refugee Council and Save the 
Children International. Our books have been used as:  

• educational tools to keep reading alive when formal     
            education is unavailable; 

• bridges between linguistically and culturally diverse     
            communities;  

• naturally safe spaces for children suffering from PTSD to   
            revisit and reorganize difficult memories of displacement; 	

• sources of hope and inspiration to children and teachers in  
            displacement. 	

Our Trainings 	
Since 2015 we have offered teacher/parent trainings encompassing basic reading, story-telling and story-writing 
activities. These have been successful and well-loved across Lebanon, Iraqi Kurdistan and Jordan, and are 
delivered by author, Helen Patuck, and teacher, Maria Chambers, of the Kitabna team. 

				 			 	

Our Prices 
Kitabna is funded through sales of our books to NGOs and individuals working in the refugee diaspora. We always 
welcome commissions for new books and book orders. If you work with displaced children and would like to order 
our books, please do not hesitate to contact us at: info@kitabna.org, or contact Helen: helen@kitabna.org. 

£7 per book for orders <50 copies 
£5 per book for orders >50 copies 
£4 per book for orders of 1000+ copies 

                           www.kitabna.org           	

	

 

@kitabnabooks      
The Kitabna Project 
   



	

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 	

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

	

The Giant Watermelon tells the tale of Tarik, Sana and Sarah, three Syrian friends who 
live in a refugee camp in Lebanon. They miss their school in Syria but are happy to be 
in charge of the camp vegetable patch, where they plant various fruits and vegetables, 
including watermelons. When something fantastic happens to one of the watermelons, 
Tarik must decide what to do next. Themes: friendship, responsibility, growth, 
democratic discussions, education. 

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-French / Arabic-German / Arabic-Turkish / Arabic-Greek   
       	
Esraa’s Stories tells the tale of Esraa, a Syrian girl who has left her country and now 
lives in a refugee camp. She loves to read and write stories. One day Esraa chooses to 
write about what everyone in the camp misses most from Syria and her stories go on an 
unexpected adventure.	Themes: stories, writing, memory, family, friendship, 
community. 

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-French / Arabic-German / Arabic-Turkish / Arabic-Greek  
  
    	

The Cat’s Family tells the tale of Noor, a cat rescued from the rubble of a city 
devastated by war. He is rescued by young Bilal and his family, and travels with them 
on their long journey in search of a new home. On the way, he finds a home to call his 
own. Themes: leaving home, care of animals, family, separation, belonging, travel, 
friendship, kindness. 

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-French / Arabic-German / Arabic-Turkish 	

 
The Lake Where Frogs Lived is a tale about a lake close to Erbil, Iraq, where frogs live 
when refugees arrive there to be settled. The frogs love to live together and laugh 
together so cannot understand why their new human neighbours make camps on 
opposite sides of the lakes. They meet new friends, Berivan and Haifa, two girls from 
Yazedi (Kurdish-speaking) and Muslim (Arabic-speaking) communities, and try their 
best to help people learn to laugh again. Themes: language barriers, peace-making, 
community-building, friendship. 

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-Kurdish Sorani / Arabic-French / Arabic-German  
Arabic-Turkish 	
 
The Starling’s Visit tells the tale of Iman, a displaced girl who discovers the migratory 
patterns of starlings when she arrives in a refugee camp close to Erbil. She arrives 
alone and misses home. When one injured starling is left behind and his friends fly 
home again, Iman is there to help him. Themes: separation, arriving in a new place, 
care of animals, migration, friendship, helping those in need, finding a new home. 	

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-Kurdish Sorani / Arabic-French / Arabic-German  
Arabic-Turkish  
 

The Bird Words tells the tale of language learning from the perspective of a little girl 
arriving in a new country. To her, words and language are like birds, flying around and 
confusing her. With the help of her teacher she learns to read. She also discovers how 
learning a new language can make her feel at home in a new place. Themes: 
language, learning, arriving in a new place, education, feeling at home. 

Available in the following languages:  
Arabic-English / Arabic-Urdu / Arabic-Farsi /  Arabic-Spanish / Arabic-French  
Arabic-German / Arabic-Turkish  


